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For thirty-five years, award-winning poet Gary Barwin has been one of 
Canada’s most daring and innovative writers. In this long-awaited volume 
of new and selected poems, Barwin and editor Alessandro Porco draw 
from previously published, uncollected and unpublished works to create 
a category-defying collection. Written with audacity, idealism and the 
occasional wisecrack, Barwin’s poems arise from questions of aesthetics, 
identity, cultural history and ecopoetics and explore the edges of language. 
For It Is a Pleasure and a Surprise to Breathe will enthrall Barwin’s 
dedicated readers, as well as those only now discovering his work, as it 
establishes him as one of Canada’s major poets.

Praise for Gary Barwin

“Barwin’s poems are struck through with 
a wide-eyed wonder, and when they aren’t 
revelling in the sound of language or crafting 
crazed imaginings, they work to dig out the 
strangeness of the everyday.” 

  – Winnipeg Free press 

“Among contemporary poets, Barwin stands 
out as exceptional for his ability to plunder 
the synesthetic splendor of words. His poems 
seem to lift from the printed page and 
nosedive into other sensory dimensions … 
Under Barwin’s gaze, the world as we know it 
is continually stretched, jolted, and tweaked.”

  – ForeWord revieWs

“Author Gary Barwin … is producing some of 
the most innovative creative works of our time.”

  – Utne reader

“As adept at lyricism as he is at the more 
conceptual poetries he tends to favour. It’s 
not every poet who can display a decided 
mastery of the Oulipian N+7 noun sub-
stitution method in one poem, and break 
your heart in the next, but Barwin has the 
skill and versatility to do just that.”

  – the Fiddlehead
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Words are inside breath, as the earth is inside time.

– Edmond Jabès, “Mirror and Scarf,”  
The Book of Yukel

 (trans. Rosmarie Waldrop)

Open your joy, stay for a bit, I can find in your 
sorrow a rhythm. 

 
– Marie-Ève Comtois, My Planet of Kites 
 (trans. Stuart Ross and Michelle Winters)

multiply, being who you are,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
midnight filled with midnight
full of midnight filled with stars.

– Lisa Jarnot, “Flammable Pedagogy” 
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PlaNTING CONSENT

for David W. McFadden

I carried my TV down the stairs 
buried it on a hill
with a beautiful view

by spring a small antenna 
sprouted in that place

somewhere under the earth
wispy clouds and the wingbeats of birds
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EVErThElESS

I laugh whether or not the gobsmacked laugh –  
me with the snorting face and short memory – 
I laugh whether the foxes, which began so soberly 
ended snuffling and begging
and I laugh myself
whether or not the blind beer-garden apes were proud to be judges 
or whether the cowardly midwinter boys made
me bedridden with poison-soaked weapons 
because if luck filters pretty things
and fate gives us broken hands 
to hinge and squeal and kiss 
and if the heart in the body is
torn up, tore up, cut and restocked 
still the beautiful laughter remains 
dusky and firefly
left with the ashes
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PSalM

By the late-night pickup window, we sat and wept 
when we remembered ourselves

We hung our TVs upon the air in the midst thereof 

For there our captors required of us songs
they that seized us, required of us joy
saying, “Sing us one of the songs of Keith”

How shall we sing Danny’s song in a strange land?

If I forget thee, O Chris and freedom
may my right hand forget how to make dog shadows by lamplight

If I do not remember thee, Tracy and peacetime
may my tongue cling to the roof of the bus as it goes on tour 
if I prefer not Laurie and justice above my chief joy

Remember, O Keith, what Carol and Mike did 
in the days of fire 
who said, “Tear them down. Tear them down. Tear them down!”

O de facto American children, doomed to destruction 
happy is he who repays you

He who taketh and dasheth your babies
against the screen



NEW & PrEVIOUSlY  
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COMBINaTION

for Kathryn Mockler

in the end 
they say 

all poems are about hope
but out of money

I took this poem’s hope
and pawned it

I spent the money on a rhyming dictionary
went home and looked out the window 

from my apartment you can see Hamilton mountain
which is really just an escarpment
 
like a mountain without hope
it has no peak
 
then I found a compartment in my body 
I’d never found before
 
I twirled my nipple 
L32-R47-L19

and opened it
WTF inside me was hope

no bigger than 
a grain of sand
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hope is the perfect thing if
you have no money and

want two thousand of something
but there was only
 
a single grain and I held it
like a baby, a single tiny baby 
 
I ran into the street
or I first ran down the hall

and into the elevator
pressed the appropriate button

waited, descended, exited
then ran across the lobby

across the parking lot
and then into the street where 

there were 
one thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine

other people
each holding a tiny grain

between their fingers
and we just looked at each other
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aNEChOIC

for Kirby

walking through woods
imagining sex between John Cage
and Merce Cunningham
a constellation that resembles a toad

a river you can see 
a piano in the northern sky
nothing more than nothing can be said
we make our lives by what we love

our ears are now in excellent condition
I have three losses 
first when I was young I was eager to study
and travelled all over the world

then when I returned my parents were dead
second all good companions in my life have now gone
third I forget the third
the nervous system

the blood in circulation 
two sounds: one high one low
every year around this time 
I draw a sparrow

magnificent magnificent 
no one knows the final word
the ocean’s bed aflame
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IN VISIBlE  DEEr

“Daddy, take us to see the invisible deer,” my children said. 
“But I already have,” I said. “Can’t you see? They are all around us.” 
“Stop joking,” they said. “Take us really.”
“But it was only yesterday that we saw the glass deer, and the day 

before that, the ice deer, and before that, the atomic deer, and last 
week, we went to see the memory deer and the deer that smoulder in 
the grass.”

“We know, Daddy, but we are so bored and the invisible deer are 
special.”

“Okay, my little pink deer with antlers that are pigtails. I’ll 
take you.”

We got in the car and drove behind the shopping mall. We parked at 
the very end of the parking lot, near a small thicket of trees. I waited a 
moment to turn the car off while we listened to the end of our favourite 
song. Then we all climbed out. “Ready?” I said. “Ready,” they said. 
And we closed the four car doors together. We’d practiced this and 
we could do it with precision. There was a single sound as if we were 
closing one very large family-sized car door.

“Now let’s look for deer,” I said.

Walking into the thicket was like walking into a building. It was 
cooler as if, like the mall, it was air conditioned, but it was a different, 
thicker air. It was darker, too. There was a kind of emptiness, a hush. 
Only the shadows and whispers of birds, the leaf-stirring sounds of 
squirrels and other small animals.

“Do you see them?” I whispered.
“Where, Daddy?” my children asked. I pointed high into the 

branches of some trees beyond a small clearing. 
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“Daddy,” my youngest said. “You’re silly. Deer can’t fly. They can’t 
climb. They don’t own invisible ladders.”

“I have an invisible ladder,” I said. “Sometimes I climb into the 
clouds.” 

“Why do you do that, Daddy?”
“So I can run my hands through the cloud material. So I can 

know what it will be like to be old,” I said. 




